Traveling with Tots
By LIBBY CARTY MCNAMEE

Colonial Williamsburg
set for a second
spy adventure

Colonial Williamsburg photos

WANT TO GO?

Interested in some truly revolutionary intrigue for your young patriot?
Look then to Colonial Williamsburg,
the world’s largest living museum,
only an hour away. The Revolutionary City is launching another installment of its wildly popular spy game
after the overwhelming success of its
initial “RevQuest: Sign of the Rhinoceros” episode.
Free with an admission ticket,
this ingenious game of espionage is
based upon actual historical events
and people. However, the cryptic
spy communication is conducted
by text messaging, so make sure to
charge up your cell phone. Beginning on June 18, this Colonial time
travel experience runs all summer
long.
This second adventure in alternate reality, “RevQuest: The Lion
and the Unicorn,” provides another
healthy dose of subterfuge, history,
and fun. The plot involves a key
Revolutionary secret agent who has
inﬁltrated the British army. On the
eve of the Battle of Yorktown, the
Americans suspect the Redcoats
know there’s a spy in their midst.
Needless to say, their trusted
agent is in grave danger, and the
Friends of Liberty need some serious
help. To help protect his identity,
young spies must unearth clues and

decipher codes using 18th-century
manuals. They must also search secret hiding places in the Revolutionary City while avoiding detection.
With expanded activities already
online, players can join this undercover spy ring immediately. Once
registered, kids get their own spy
names and learn about American
patriots and events through graphic
episodes and puzzles. New episodes
will be posted every two weeks.
After players successfully follow
the online clues and text in their ﬁnal answer, they will receive a valuable hint to use when continuing the
game onsite in the Revolutionary
City. Upon returning home, kids
can access a secret post-game website containing even more graphic
episodes and information about the
historical events.
In planning your trip, consider
celebrating the Fourth of July in Colonial Williamsburg. It’s a wonderfully unique place for kids to learn
about patriotism and the freedoms
we still hold so dearly today. Beginning at 10 a.m., the Fifes and Drums
perform special songs dedicated to
the original 13 states. At noon, various period actors read the Declaration of Independence in a moving
ceremony. After an opening by the
Fifes and Drums, the Virginia Sym-
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phony takes the stage at 8 p.m. To
top off the evening, ﬁreworks blast
off at 9:30 p.m..
Of course, the Revolutionary
City has its usual gamut of familyfriendly activities. Starting at the
Kids’ Corner at the Gateway Building, the Children’s Orientation Walk
is time well spent. Then the opulent Governor’s Palace is literally
a stone’s throw away. Head back
through its manicured gardens as far
as you can. There you’ll discover the
ultimate hedge maze, a great place to
get lost and found with a follow-up
game of hide-and-seek.
Head down the path to step back
in time at the Great Hopes Plantation.
This working farm shows the reality
of how 98% of Virginians lived more
than 200 years ago, including rare
livestock believed to be from that
time period. Once you see the Lineback oxen, you’ll understand the origin of the term “linebacker.”
Don’t miss the Benjamin Powell House with its stellar “Hands on
History” program. Depending upon
the time of day, kids can participate
in actual chores once performed by
18th-century kids. Kids help to air
out bed sheets, set the table, wash
dishes, cook, and even serve food
and clean up afterwards. (If they
don’t cooperate, you can always

Registration
Players can register online right
away at www.ColonialWilliamsburg.com/RevQuest and receive
their spy name. Next they can
pick up their top-secret Set of Orders at the Visitor Center. It takes
about 90 minutes to two hours to
play the entire game, but playing time need not be continuous.
The game is geared to kids 8 and
older.
Lodging
Located next to the Visitor Center, the Woodlands Hotel & Suites
serves as RevQuest’s Spy Headquarters, making it an ideal place
to stay. In addition, Colonial
Williamsburg offers many other
lodging options, all connected by
a highly reliable shuttle running
from 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
threaten them with some time in
the stocks.) In addition, there are a
variety of clever wooden games to
play. The garden is an amazing spot
where kids can water an assortment
of Colonial plants and herbs using a
traditional “thumb pot.”
When you are looking for a place
to cool off, head to the Abby Aldrich
Folk Art Museum. The current exhibit “Down on the Farm” introduces children to art. It follows the story
of Prince, a carved wooden dog, as
he explores the countryside.
Lastly, if you have a postcard to
mail to Grandma, take it to the Printing & Post Ofﬁce. Letters are handcanceled using a reproduction of the
original 18th-century Williamsburg
postmark, which makes a great souvenir. RPM
Libby McNamee is a writer, lawyer,
and mother who already registered and
unlocked some clues in “RevQuest: The
Lion and the Unicorn.” Her spy name
is top secret.
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